
             

 

COMBINATION
1 SEAT
1087 x 500 x HT 470 mm

1 SHELF
688 x 380 x HT 720 mm

Ref. 17 0500 001 ED10 AE00 (Ground fixing)

Ref. 17 0500 001 ED10 AP00 (Base plate fixing)

PETALS

PETALS
AN INTIMATE BREAK

COMBINATION
3 SEATS & 2 SHELVES
2422 x 1431 x HT 720 mm

Ref. 17 0500 006 ED10 AE00 (Ground fixing)

Ref. 17 0500 006 ED10 AP00 (Base plate fixing)

COMBINATION
3 SEATS & 1 CURVE SHELF
2422 x 1431 x HT 720 mm

Ref. 17 0500 010 ED10 AE00 (Ground fixing)

Ref. 17 0500 010 ED10 AP00 (Base plate fixing) INVENTED AND PRODUCED IN FRANCE

PETALS: COMPACT, MODULAR FURNITURE

COMBINATION
3 SEATS
2422 x 1431 x HT 470 mm

Ref. 17 0500 005 ED10 AE00 (Ground fixing)

Ref. 117 0500 005 ED10 AP00 (Base plate fixing)

INSPIRATIONS

COMBINATION
1 SEAT
1087 x 500 x HT 470 mm

1 CURVE SHELF
688 x 355 x HT 720 mm

Ref. 17 0500 002 ED10 AE00 (Ground fixing)

Ref. 17 0500 002 ED10 AP00 (Base plate fixing)

COMBINATION 360°
4 SEATS & 4 SHELVES
2422 x 2422 x HT 720 mm

Ref. 17 0500 007 ED10 AE00 (Ground fixing)

Ref. 17 0500 007 ED10 AP00 (Base plate fixing)

Creating intimate interludes in public spaces is the challenge taken 

up by the Petals range.

Proposing compact furniture that opens up a whole range of 

possibilities, so that every space in your city, street or park can be 

adorned with a few petals without hindering flows, that is the idea 

behind Petals.

Inspired by plants, Petals is the result of Arturo Erbsman’s design 

work.

The legs and top of the Petals model lend elegance and 

finesse to the furniture and evoke the plant world. Petals 

create attractive furniture that evokes calm, relaxation 

and well-being for users.

Its unique, creative and lively design invites the creation 

of intimate interludes in a moving space.

Petals, an intimate composition in a moving space 

Designed in a modular way, PETALS varies from a simple layout 

to the most diverse combinations, providing the comfort, uses and 

dynamism of a new springtime in urban landscaping!

Combined with existing furniture, it accessorises single-purpose 

furniture, giving it a new lease on life and a new dimension.

Inclusive thanks to its curved tabletop, it leaves no one behind in 

this new life.

Compact, it fits in discreetly without obstructing the flow.

Petals seating offers a wide range of design possibilities with a plant-like appearance, all curved and without obstructing the flow. 

With Petals, punctuate your spaces with furniture that is lively with its stem-shaped base and calming thanks to its floral 

inspiration.



PETALS: VERTICAL OPTIONS
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Seatings: Exotic hardwood (without stain).

Legs: in zinc and powder coated steel (colour to be chosen 
among the 250 RAL shades, sanded or other textures from the 

AkzoNobel Futura range.) ground fixing or on a base plate.

High-quality, dependable materials, steel and wood are 

crafted with care and professionalism in our integrated 

production unit in Kogenheim (France).

Adaptable to existing fixtures, such as lighting posts or posts, you can also decorate its centre with a shade or a 

lighting post made by our partner Selux, bringing verticality and freshness to your compositions.

SINEU GRAFF
253A rue d’Epfig · 67230 Kogenheim · France · 
+33 (0)3 88 58 74 58 · contact@sineugraff.com · www.sineugraff.com

Thanks to Petals and its compact design, you can enhance your unused 

spaces, your stationary fixtures such as lamp posts or posts, and offer users 

moments of relaxation in spaces that are usually thought of as transit areas.

Original because of its curves, these Petals units will soften often linear 

walkways punctuated with this single-purpose furniture.

PETALS: URBAN PUNCTUATION!

LINE column

street light

PETALS:
ECO-DESIGNED FURNITURE 

STEM SHADE
Leaf pattern
Ø 2890 mm | HT 2960 mm

Ref. 17 0901 0D10 AP00


